
Vital Additions to the Coming Three Highly-Critical Months

Introduction
The coming three months are going to be highly in>tense and stressful and also mystical because 

humanity and the nations are moving towards a once-in-2,020-year major ‘death>rebirth’ Turning Point 
trans>formation & new revelation and initiation. Thus the Apoca>lypse (New Up-Rising>Down-Pouring 
Revelation) Mystery, and the obvious pressurised stress that is part of this highly accelerated Evolutionary 
Process. We are of course aware that the vast majority of people are not at all aware of this as all they see 
(with the two eyes) is outer circumstances, but this has been the case throughout human history – the 
objective history (his-story) is given full emphasis and the behind-the-scenes subjective Mystery is not even 
Recognised – and thus people miss out on the Mystery of Life. In this regard everyone has Choice and no 
one is innocent, for all crisis is meant to force humanity (and all humans) into this potential heightened 
Awareness and Choice. If you watch the news or UTube or social media you will see how few people See the
Inner Side of Life and Evolution, and thus make self-centred ignorant Choices. So here is a clarification of 
what is about to occur in terms of the above over the next three months. In order to grasp what is being 
shared one has to apply ones higher Mind>Perception – Intelligence (Deep Thinking>Pondering Thought) 
and Intuition (the higher 6th Sense that KNOWS). In fact it is Deep Thinking (higher 5th Sense) that leads 
into the Realm of Intuition. The lower mind-perception cannot ‘grasp’ the Above, and this is the big problem 
of the present>future critical times – huge numbers of people are attempting to understand it from the point 
of view of the lower dual-mind. 

Let us take just one example – the ‘lockdowns’. People are rebelling against the lockdowns, and 
many are saying they are a waste of time. They miss the Point of the Lockdowns – they are meant to ‘lock 
people into themselves’ (into their outer home and also inner H-OM-E) so that they have time and space to 
Think Deeply and Communicate Deeply, so that they can hopefully SEE ‘what’ is truly Happening and 
‘why’ and thus make Right Choice. They also help to contain the virus from spreading, but this is the 
secondary consideration. These people ‘want to go back to nice comfortable normal’ which is the last thing 
the crisis is meant to bring about. The lower dual-mind is indeed the subtle causal ‘devil within the ego’. It is
the subtle deceptive lying conning side of the ego (It is the Trump within, and in a sense Trump represents 
this mind as an archetype – Trump has Sun in Gemini, the sign governing the lower dissipated deceptive 
lying dual-mind. Yep – this is a mystery in itself – ha ha. In this sense Trump is [unconsciously] representing 
this ego-mind in order to show people just how trapped they all are in this ego-mind, and how destructive 
this can be to all and sundry. In this sense Trump is the ‘devils advocate’ but also an unconscious god-
advocate IF people recognise this ‘key’ to not becoming trapped in their lower deceptive dual-minds. The 
vast majority of people, including so-called ‘conscious’ people, are still governed by lower mind perception, 
which is why they fail to SEE/PERCEIVE the deeper Purpose of the present crisis).   

 ‘The moment a man/woman becomes consciously powerful on the Mental Plane his/her Power for good is a 
hundredfold increased’ 
The Master DK (Ancient Wisdom Teachings)
‘It is via Battle that the man/woman/disciple becomes a Spiritual Warrior’

The Master Morya (Master of the 1st Ray of Power. Author of Agni Yoga)                 

* The Saturn ‘square’ Mars will manifest as great tense-ridden duality battles between the new forces 
representing the new future (Mars in Aries) and the old crystallised forces of the past (Saturn in 
Capricorn). This in the USA/UK/France/Israel/Algeria/Lebanon/Sudan/Thailand/Belarus/Brazil/other S 
American countries like Bolivia, Peru, etc, etc). This from September 29/30>October 1/2/3 onwards (Mars 
remains in Aries until early January, so this battle will be ongoing in this regard). Mars in Aries (1st sign of 
the zodiac) represents the younger generations and all people dedicated to a new and more just balanced 
human world. Violence is not required in this battle but absolute dedication, assertiveness and one-
pointedness focus and fortitude is, not only at the physical outer level but at the inner Mental level too. 
Aries governs the Mental Planes, so Strong Focused Fiery MIND/Thought holds the key to Victory. 
People must Stand Firm in the MIND and Transmit Fiery MIND Energy into this battleground. Everyone 
can do this, in their daily Meditations. This is Active Dynamic Meditation (unlike the more traditional 
forms of eastern-based meditations). Agni (Fire), the God of the Mental Planes, is called the God of Fire. 
MIND is FIRE. FIRE is the Agency of Trans>Mutation, so the new Light Forces must Apply FIRE to
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this Battle, and thus transmute the power of the old stubborn-minded lower-mind forces. Everyone 
should do this NOW and from NOW On. 

* Pluto moves ‘Direct>Forward’ on October 4 (within the Outflow of the Libra Full Sun-Moon on 
October1/2). The dark Forces will attempt to assert their deceptive manipulative power (see Trump, etc, etc).
Many warrioress Women will Rise Up to counter this dark masculine power (Venus, ruling Libra, will be in 
Leo and then Virgo, giving Women he Power to counteract this force. Enslaved men are petrified of Free 
Powerful Amazonian Women). Plutonic-type eruptions will occur all over the world, both human and
political>economic>social and earth upheavals and eruptions and meltdowns. Nevertheless Pluto energy is 
ultimately aimed at highly intensive trans>formation, at destroying the old outdated consciousness and forms
and systems, so these uprisings and meltdowns are necessary, be they painful and frightening if one only sees
them with the two eyes. This will also result in the spread of the pandemic which is already occurring all 
over the planet (By mid October it is said that around 50,000 people in the UK will be infected daily. Over 
200,000 people have already ‘left their bodies’ in the US. India has over five million infections). The 
Governments cannot control the pandemic – it has a Purpose and this Purpose is not taken into any 
consideration. It is revealing the dark shadow of the nations/governments/the economic system of selfish 
corrupted capitalism, ineffective healthcare systems, institutional racialism, and Pluto’s Purpose is to 
purge>reveal the shadow. Thus when Pluto moves ‘Forward’ its Energy begins its next major objective 
Impact.

* All the above will occur in the outflow of the LIBRA Full SUN-Moon Cycle, and Libra is the sign of 
Balance – and Balance between light and shadow is included in this equation, as is Balance between all 
opposites. It should be noted in this regard that the Master DK says that during the 50-year ‘transition cycle’ 
between the Age of Pisces and Aquarius the SPIRIT OF LIBRA [a great Planetary-Zodiacal Intelligence] 
will Over-Light humanity and ‘Keep all things in Right Balance’. No great and dangerous destruction will 
thus be allowed to occur. There will be the necessary destruction of that which is old and outdated, but not 
destruction harmful to ongoing human evolution. This by the way includes re global warming>climate 
change. In other words the Superhuman Kingdom IS directly intervening in human evolution. Nevertheless 
because Saturn moves ‘Forward’ on September 29, and Saturn and-Mars ‘square’ and Pluto moves 
‘Forward’ over this coming Libra Cycle it is not going to be a typical Libra Cycle (of peace and rest and 
normal balancing) – it is in fact going to be full of great tension, stress, conflict and upheavals, aimed at a 
higher level of Dynamic Balancing. This for all nations, and people as a whole. Nations that will be potently
influenced by this Libra Cycle are the US, China and Canada (Libra Sun ruled), the UK, Israel (Libra-
Scorpio cusp Rising), Germany (Libra Sun), but all humanity will be forced into greater dynamic Balance..  
           
* This leads on to October 9/10/11 when Pluto and Mars ‘square’. Now the old dark deceptive forces 
come up directly against the new Fiery Light Forces in a major battle. Once again the Light Forces must 
apply FIERY FOCUSED MIND to this battleground. This should be done all the time – in meditation, at all 
times in the day and night, even in the dream state – Apply and Direct and Stream Fiery Mental Power to this
battle. No quarter must be given. This is truly Holy War, in the true deep sense. Trump and his dark horde 
(and other dark forces around the world) must be trans>muted and defeated by FIRE-MIND, applied by tens
of millions of Fiery Light-Mind Workers. SPREAD THE WORD. This is Inner Work and one does not 
need to be on the streets to do this. It cleanses and trans>mutes the Mental Planes, and overcomes the 
lower mind. Mental FIRE is actually positive radiation, which transmutes. 

* The SUN enters Scorpio on 22 October, and now the Battle enters its final peak stage as we move 
towards the US Elections (November 3/4). Scorpio Keynote ‘Warriors We Are and From the Battle We 
Emerge Triumphant’. November is huge month of tension and battle and strife as the old dark Forces (in the 
US/UK/Israel/Belarus and many other countries) try, finally, to hold on to their outdated corrupted power. All
deceptive tricks will be used to do this, but their time is up, and as the Fiery Light Forces Triumph the old 
forces go into final dramatic climatic meltdown (In the Arcane Teachings this battle is referred to as the 
Battle between the Angel of the Presence [the collective Soul of humanity/nation] and the Dweller on the 
Threshold [the collective shadow of the human race/nation]. Only at its peak does the collective/national 
Angel/Soul ‘triumph’ and the Dweller/lower ego ‘collapses and is transmuted’). Expect this mystical 
Experience and Initiation in November at the peak of this Battle. We must all Be Involved by contributing 
our Fiery Minds to its Triumphant conclusion. November will look/feel like absolute chaos but it is the Peak
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of this 2020 ‘Turning Point’ duality Battleground. At the very end of the Scorpio Cycle (November 20/21/22)
the ‘Door’ will begin to Open into the new coming Future, so be aware of this. The ‘Door’ will also close to 
those who have failed to come through the Scorpio ‘ego burning ground’, and many people who still support 
the old corrupted system will ‘die/leave their bodies’. This will come as a shock and surprise (to these 
people, and to humanity) because they will have seemed unstoppable and immortal to many, but all humans 
are mortal, and many of these dark folk are old and diseased.       

* The SUN enters the 9th zodiacal Archetype Sagittarius on November 21/22 to December 20: Keynote 
‘We SEE a Goal – We Reach that Goal – and then We SEE the next Illuminated Expanded Goal’. Now the
Light starts to Shine In and reveals the new incoming future world. New Revelations>Illumination>InSights 
(= Apoca-Lypse) streams into peoples Minds & Lives (via meditation, dreams, intuition, synchronistic 
experiences) and things speed up greatly as humanity accelerates towards December 21 (Solstice) and the 
exact conjunction of Jupiter>Saturn in Aquarius and collective Initiation into the next updated phase of
Entrance into the New Age of Aquarius (Jupiter and Saturn [and Uranus] are the two/three 
‘inner/impression-outer/expression’ co-ruling planets of Aquarius so this is a very special and potent 
Streaming>in of Aquarius Energies. It will Impact everyone and all nations, but more so those nations and 
people ruled by Aquarius or having planets in Aquarius. The USA/Russia/S Africa all have Aquarius Rising, 
and China and Canada have Taurus Rising and Israel has Sun in Taurus, and Uranus is moving through 
Taurus. Aquarius-type [intelligent assertive peaceful] Uprisings and Revolutions have already begin in Israel,
and in Belarus and Thailand, and of course throughout the US and UK. The S African revolution will be far 
more conscious and natural because SA is ripe and ready for constructive change). The Young Generations 
will rise up all around the world from this time in December and into January. Many of them in fact have 
Uranus and Jupiter in Aquarius, that will be activated from January to March-April, and through 
2021>22/23. This will be an out of the blue global Uprising>Revolution by young people who represent the 
new Future. It will be an update of the 60’s/70’s revolution. There is even a possibility that some very new 
forms of Aquarius-type music (and films, theatre, art, etc) will emerge that impact collective consciousness 
(like the 60’s/70’s). Jupiter brings ‘Inner-Inspiration’ while Saturn brings ‘Outer-Manifestation’.  

* The New Revelations that will ‘come through’ to humans from the Superhuman and Angelic Worlds.
Where else can they come through from? This is thus Divine Intervention. This intervention includes 
Divine Protection. Many people will leave the cities and towns and move into the countryside and form 
small self-sustaining spiritual-ecological communities. These communities (cum educational centres) will 
gradually link up with one another (via IT and via people moving from one centre to other centres). This will
be a vital part of this new 2021/22/23>>>>Aquarius Living/Lifestyle Impulse. The old world will continue to
collapse during this time, as Pluto and Neptune remain in Capricorn and Pisces until 2025.
. 
‘At the Centre of a great tornado is a point of peace. Thus does the story go. This Centre can be found. And 
thus it is with all the storms of life. They lead to Peace if you are not a leaf’

The Tibetan Master DK (Arcane Teachings for the New Age)   

PS: Just to reMind us all of three vital issues re 2020:
* Everyone has reached their relative highest point of evolution in 2020 and cannot go any further. This 
includes the human race, nations, etc. The next new stage of evolution occurs from December 21
* Everyone is also ‘working out karma’ in relationship to the above. Saturn is the Lord of Karma, and 
when it is moving through its own sign Capricorn (= 2018/19/20 – until December 21) this is especially the 
case. Thus ‘what has been sown in the past is now being reaped’ be it positive and/or negative karma. This in
terms of the long term past. Various events and circumstances are required and implemented (by the 4 Lords 
of Karma or Recording Angels) do bring this about as for example the pandemic, lockdowns, etc, etc, etc. 
This is the main reason why this ‘karmic working out’ is so heavy and pressurised and at times ego-
humiliating as the ego cannot control it. It has to be accepted and moved through and worked out fully. 
Saturn is the overall ruler of Libra, and in Libra ‘karma is worked out to a great degree’ and thus this issue re
this Libra Cycle, with Saturn actually moving ‘Forward’ on September 29/30 and Pluto on October 4, both 
planets connected to this ‘working out of karma’ (The Jupiter transit through Capricorn [2020 itself] brings 
in the positive karma so people should be aware of this re its influence in the birth chart. When Jupiter
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conjuncted my Venus I had a whole spate of chart readings come in from old and new sources. Just about to 
have the 3rd Jupiter transit to my Venus).
* The pandemic>lockdowns>mask wearing are part of the above process. Very Pluto [Purging the Shadow 
into the Light] and Saturn [Saturn is the Hermit, and forces restriction, containment, self-discipline and 
becoming far more serious and responsible and mature about the deeper issues of life and ones personal life. 
The ego can revolt against these Pluto and Saturn issues but this is because the ego is like a child – it thinks it
can control life (and has the right to control life) when it in fact has no control over life or shadow purging or
karma. It is only when the self understands and accepts these larger deeper life issues that the pain and 
suffering start to go away. The wearing of masks also forces people to realise that the ego/persona is the 
outer ‘mask’ and not the Real Immortal Self. The ego has to give in, and surrender, and accept life’s 
limitations and grow up and mature, and if it does not the pain and suffering gets worse and worse. People 
who refuse (under the pandemic circumstances) to ‘mask up’ also refuse to recognise their own ‘ego-masks 
and limitations’, including their ego-ignorance, self-centredness, pride and mortality. They do not want to 
grow up and mature and change, and thus are already heavily ‘masked and blinded’. They also, as a result, 
‘project’ this ego-stuff on to others (Trump of course is once again the archetype of this type of ego 
behaviour. The people who follow him are all ‘wearing dangerous masks’ and forget they are subject to 
disease, old age and death. This is why they refuse to wear masks – because they refuse to even recognise 
that they are ‘ego-masked’ and are going to die). ‘There is far more to Life than meets the two eyes’.  
* 2020 is really a ‘year of death/ending/completion’ and not a year of rebirth. All that is happening is 
connected to this ‘completion/death’ issue and thus too the ‘working out of karma’ and thus too the 
‘surrender of the ego’. In November the ego will finally be forced into surrender as it will no longer be able 
to control anything. It will be chaotic, but this is ego-chaos, and ego-life is, in itself, chaotic (all the time).
This has nothing to do with the Soul. The ego is always in a state of chaos because 
ignorance>fear>insecurity>desire>pride govern it and this leads to all manner of dis-eases and imbalances. 
The Soul or Higher Ego is always in a State of Knowledge>Love>Wisdom>Joy>Purpose>Security and At-
One-Ment with Life. Thus 2020 is the Year of the forced ‘death of the ego’ and 2021 will be the Year of the 
Rising Up to the Soul (Jupiter) and Bringing the Soul down to Earth (Saturn). The lower mind cannot see 
these Larger Issues. It only sees effects and gross causes, and not subtle meaningful causes. Thus all the 
‘conspiracy’ theories. Rather than the Divine Conspiracy.

* Vast numbers of people are of course trying to ‘go back to normal’ instead of ‘going forward to ego-
abnormal’ and Soul-Normal. This attempt to ego-normalise goes against the Flow of Life and Updated 
Evolution, and will only lead to more abnormality and dis-ease, and being swept away by the Incoming 
Tsunami-Wave of Updated Evolution and Revelation. To Surf the huge coming Third-Wave 
(October>November>December) we have to Move Forward and not backwards into old outdated ego-
normality. Capricorn (10th sign) is the highest possible attainment of the personality (persona/ego/masked 
life) and once Jupiter and Saturn move into Aquarius (11th sign) the Door will be Opened to Soul 
Consciousness (and Living) and those members of the new Humanity will start to Receive and be Inspired by
and Manifest this Aquarius Energy-Wave. In this Libra Cycle everyone will be making their final CHOICE 
as to which Life they serve. This is why the Tibetan Master DK said that ‘one-third of humanity will be held 
back for further development’ (That is a lot of people – around plus 2.5 billion). It will be the real pioneers of
the new Age of Aquarius, the Planetary Water Carriers, who will guide the rest of the two-thirds of humanity 
into the new Era (These pioneers are the 144,000 talked about in Revelations. They are not Christians per 
se). This from January 2021. As with all new Astrological Ages the appropriate Initiate will Appear to guide 
humanity into the new Age and present the New (Aquarius) Teachings, that are a great updated expansion of 
all past Teachings. When this World Avatar Appears (out of the blue, so to speak) ‘All Will Change in the 
Twinkling of an EYE’. BUT there will be a vacuum and thus too great chaos before this can Occur. ‘The old 
must die and pass away before the New can Come In’ (As re an old person dying before a new baby can be 
born). The next three months will witness and be experienced as this ‘great conflict and dying and chaos’. It 
cannot be stopped. It is Destined. Those who attempt to ‘go back to ego-normal’ will be swept into the chaos.
Those who ‘Move Forward into the Soul-New’ will be able to Surf the Great Soul Wave.

To Be Centred means to ‘Be and Live in the Centre of the Cyclone where there is Soul-Peace’, and where 
one cannot be blown away like a leaf in the wind. BUT this takes conscious effort, for this Centre is not ego-
centred but Soul-Centred. It is Wise to make this CHOICE and EFFORT now because from September 
29/30 all hell is going to break loose.    

            



               

                     


